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BOARD DESK
WELCOME TO SPRING AND
THE NEW SEASON OF TALENT

T

he month of September is always
a reminder of the reality of change
and transformation. In South Africa we
celebrate the new season of Spring – we
see around us how nature is changing and
how people, animals and nature welcome
the new season of colour, beauty, energy
and growth.
A major event in August putting the spotlight
on talent was the Olympic Games in Brazil.
This global sporting event epitomizes what
talent is all about. At the end the true test
of talent is performance. We need to be
able to recognise the great performance
by our athletes and other sport champions.
Once again, the South African swimmers,
Chad le Clos and Cameron van den Burgh
were leading our sport stars by winning
our first set of silver medals. Our other
talented stars, Wayde van Niekerk and
Caster Semenya brought gold medals
home.
And who will forget Wayde’s
incredible world record performance.
Our young sport talent also highlights
the importance of talent identification,
opportunity, development and of course,
the need for hard work, perseverance and
sustainable performance. I hope that the
excitement around the Olympic Games
will inspire more South African youngsters
with talent to excel and to prepare for
international competition. Yet, the role
of our schools, coaches, government
departments, workplaces and sport bodies
cannot be over-emphasised in becoming
centres of excellence in enabling talent to
develop and flourish.
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In no other field do leaders understand the essence of talent
better than in sport. Sport coaches always pursue the best
talent to build the best teams. Also, sport teams understand
the notion of bench strength, i.e. having sufficient back-up
talent when needed. But new and sustainable talent is needed
to sustain performance and to create new talent pools. The
current talented individuals and teams on the sport fields are
clear evidence of the need to build sustainable talent pools,
not only for current competitiveness, but also for future
success. Business can learn from these efforts in the world
of sport. While potential is often praised, the real test is in
performance. It does not help you to have a high potential
team if the team continues to underperform. The ultimate
test is therefore to build high performance teams who can
perform in a consistent way.
Despite the positive sentiment from the above examples,
the reality is that we face several challenges in business
and society at large. Recent business scandals and poor
performance on some of our sports fields is a reminder of
the dichotomy South Africa faces as a nation struggling to
build adequate talent pipelines, yet the pockets of excellence
we have developed are testimony of the progress made to
position talent management as a key facet of corporate and
societal transformation. South Africa is still regarded as one
of the most unequal societies in the world and the current
level of inequality cannot be perpetuated if we want to build
a thriving democracy. Insufficient progress in building
large and strong black talent pools in all occupations and
levels of organisations reflecting the broader population
demographics remains the biggest disappointment in the era
of a democratic dispensation in South Africa.
In many areas we are lagging when it comes to talent. In
several highly skilled fields such as engineering, pharmacy,
information technology and science we have a shortage of
talent. Notwithstanding these talent gaps, as a nation we have
performed well in certain areas. In the highly specialised field
of auditing South Africa is a world leader, and we should be

proud of this achievement. Likewise, South Africa is a world
leader in corporate governance and integrated reporting,
and some of our talented business leaders like Mervyn King
have put South Africa on the map in this new era of moving
boards forward with improved governance, sustainability and
integrated reporting. In addition, talented South Africans
have shown the world that South Africa is ready to share our
pockets of excellence with the world at large. This has been
showcased by some of our top talent ranging from Charlize
Theron to Trevor Noah as they have achieved excellence
internationally.
We also realise that it is now 16 years after the year 2000, and
we are only 14 years away from achieving or failing to achieve
the goals of the National Development Plan (NDP). Talent
and people development is at the centre of the NDP, but with
only 14 years to go, time may be running out to build sufficient
talent pools in leveraging the NDP agenda. In certain
areas we are indeed lagging the world, such as technical
skills. Furthermore, the recently released Sustainable
Development Goals set for countries world-wide to achieve is
in essence a talent agenda for countries, regions, continents
and the world at large. But these goals, like the Millennium
Development Goals may prove to be elusive, if some of the
basic elements of national development fundamentals such
as education, poverty alleviation and equality programmes
are not embedded into national cultures and systems.
However, South Africa is also the first country in the world
with a National Talent Management Standard as part of the
National Human Resource (HR) standards, and we are indeed
proud of this significant achievement. Making this standard
a success is of utmost importance in ensuring that South
Africa’s talent needs are addressed. Failure to do so, will not
only cause damage to business, but may deplete the early
gains of our young democracy. High youth unemployment
and under-employment in the workplace cannot be
perpetuated if we want to become a nation of achievers. To
continue on the path of a less than one percent economic

Key areas which we will examine are:
• Areas of importance to employers, trade unions and practitioners including ongoing strikes and
strike violence
• Changes in patterns of trade union organisation and membership
• Impact of changes to the law on labour broking and outsourcing
• Litigation in the labour courts, including the review of arbitration awards.

REGISTRATIONS

NOW OPEN!

Presented by Chris Todd, Shamima Gaibie,
Paul Benjamin (Johannesburg & Pretoria only) and
Halton Cheadle (Cape Town & Durban only).

Keeping current with labour law remains a challenge. Spend a day with our
experienced team of presenters and leave well-informed of all changes to South
African law and the state of labour law and the labour market generally.

FEE (VAT INCLUSIVE) - 10% Early bird (EB) discount applicable before 31st August 2016.
One delegate
R4 820 (EB R4 338)
DATE
VENUE
Two to five delegates
R4 579 (EB R4 218)
11 October 2016 Townhouse Hotel, Cape Town
12 October 2016 Tsogo Sun Elangeni, Durban
Six or more delegates
R4 338 (EB R4 097)
13 October 2016 Protea Hotel Midrand, Johannesburg
CCMA, TU’s, EO’s & NPO’s R3 977 (EB R3 856)
14 October 2016 Emperors Palace, Johannesburg
SASLAW Members
R3 615

CONTACT: Sabine Dhevaraj on 031-303 9852 or sabine@confco.co.za
In association with
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growth is simply not the way to build a competitive nation.
Our 88th position on the 2016 World Economic Forum Human
Capital Index leaves a lot to be desired and clearly indicates
the need for national approach to driving talent management
in all spheres of society – from schools to higher education to
the workplace.
In this vein, the science and practice of talent management
provides hope that South Africa’s young talent is indeed our
future leaders and specialists in turning the country around
into a nation of high performing talent ready to achieve
excellence in raising our competitiveness as a country. I salute
our young talent, their managers, mentors, family members
and companies for supporting them all the way to achieve this
milestone in their careers. Moreover, we are all reminded
of the need to accelerate all current efforts in identifying,
engaging, developing and retaining talent in South African
companies. We can all become talent leaders or continue to
be talent laggers. This time, time will not tell. There is simply
no time to waste on debates about the talent war or talent
gaps.

and discourse as we take our people, organisatons, country
and continent forward with a renewed focus on talent as the
real kingmaker in business, government and society. Please
let me know how you experience Talent Talks. Welcome to
South Africa’s Talent Talks, welcome to the new season of
talent management. Let us all work together in getting talent
management on top of our mind and agenda as we do our
daily HR work.

Marius Meyer, CEO: SABPP

That is the reason why we launched Talent Talks as a
supplementary publication to HR Voice – to put talent at
the centre of the national agenda. At company level, talent
is the heart beat of business. Without talent, your business
will die. Talent keeps your business going. Talent keeps
your business growing. We need a daily, organisational and
national conversation on talent. And some serious action to
make talent management work. It is about getting down and
making talent management happen. With a clear national
Talent Management standard in place, we have no excuse
not to excel in talent management. Talent Talks will keep this
conversation alive and we will encourage all those interested
in advancing the talent agenda to become involved in sharing
their stories and insights.
Therefore, from the end of September, SABPP brings you a
regular newsletter, Talent Talks. SABPP is one of the launch
partners of Talent Talks. We provide you with an opportunity of
signing up to South Africa’s first dedicated talent management
resource. Given the fact that talent management is one of the
biggest challenges faced by HR Managers, we have partnered
with key specialists to bring you a talent management
platform aimed at putting talent at the centre of the national
agenda. Hence, you will receive regular articles and video
interviews about talent management.
A purposeful approach to talent management should be our
top priority at all South African organisations. However, we
will have to collaborate like never before. Perhaps that is
the new lesson for business from the new notion of coalition
politics. We need a clear focus on collaboration in setting
the talent agenda for business, government and society
at large. Ultimately, as is the case in politics and sport
- individuals, teams, organisations and countries will be
winners or losers. The strength of your talent management
practices will determine in which category you will fall. Now
it the time for talent leadership. It is my hope and wish that
Talent Talks will put talent at the centre of our conversations
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COO’S DESK
SABPP Staff Affairs
Annetjie Moore
On the 1st of August Annetjie Moore was appointed as the
Head of HR Audit. Congratulations and welcome to the SABPP
community.
Dr Shamila Singh
On the 1st of August Dr Shamila Singh who previously
acted as Head of HR Audit was appointed as the Head of HR
Standards and projects. We wish her all the best in her new
role at SABPP.
Pauline Chabalala
On the 31st of August 2016 Paulina will be on maternity leave
and we wish her all the best as she prepares for the arrival of
her bundle of joy.
Zanele Ndiweni
Zanele, our membership manager, recently completed her
B Com (HR) at the University of South Africa. Trust me adult
learning is not so easy. Congratulations Zanele. We hope you
are ready to improve SABPP with your new knowledge.

Shamila Singh

Zanele Ndiweni

SABPP visits NWU campuses
(Student Chapter presentation)
On the 11th of August the SABPP CEO Marius Meyer visited
Northwest University Potchefstroom campus to address
Honours students on careers.
On the same day the SABPP COO Xolani Mawande visited
Northwest University Mafikeng campus to encourage
students to join the SABPP student chapter. Over 100 students
were thrilled to listen to encouragement from Xolani.
SABPP was pleasantly surprised and chaffed to see South
African women studying PhDs in HR. We salute NWU
Mafikeng for supporting women empowerment. Well done
to the HOD Dr Revelation Mokgele for great leadership.

Annetjie Moore
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SABPP Annual HR Summit
SABPP recently hosted it main event as reported elsewhere in
this magazine. Thank you to all members and non-members
who attended. The event had an awards evening added which
was run very professional. Thank you therefore to all the
SABPP staff as led by Marius Meyer the CEO. Thank you to
our Marketing Manager Siphiwe Mashoene for running the
whole event very professional. The bar has been set.

Student chapter relaunched at TUT
Polokwane Campus

GET STARTED
TODAY
AND GET ACCESS TO THE BENEFITS

JOIN NOW

The 18th of August 2016 saw SABPP relaunching a student
chapter in Polokwane. This was after TUT Polokwane
registered over 50 students with SABPP.
The event was officiated by Dr Ilze Swarts and SABPP COO
Xolani Mawande.

KICK START YOUR HR
PROFESSIONAL CAREER
WITH SABPP

Students received their certificates and ultimately the
executive was elected.
The executive committee given the SABPP mandate consist
of 8 members led by
Neria Nthombeni		
chairperson
Pretia Mahlatjie
deputy

hrvoice.co.za/Students/info.pdf

SABPP then donated t-shirts and jackets to the student
executives

5th Student chapter launched at UFS
Qwaqwa Campus

MORE INFO
REGISTRATION FORM
hrvoice.co.za/Students/register.pdf

EMAIL
students@sabpp.co.za

On the 24th of August 2016 SABPP officially launched the 5th
SABPP student chapter in Qwaqwa in the Free State province.
This was after UFS Qwaqwa registered over 50 students with
SABPP.
The event was officiated by Mr J J Nel, Assistant Dean and
SABPP COO Xolani Mawande.
Students received their certificates and ultimately the
executive was elected.
The executive committee given the SABPP mandate consist
of 8 members led by
Mookgo Tsotetsi		
chairperson
Nontokozo Ngubane
deputy
SABPP then donated t-shirts and jackets to the student
executive committee
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MEMBERSHIP
UPGRADE YOUR PROFESSIONAL LEVEL

Did you know that if you have
improved your qualifications,
experience and level of work,
you can apply for an upgrade
to a higher level?

To apply for an
upgrade contact
Zanele on
registrations@
sabpp.co.za or
011 045 5416
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WANT TO KNOW WHAT IT TAKES TO BE THE

BEST HR PROFESSIONAL
IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT?

REGISTER
AS A PROFESSIONAL AT SABPP
professional@sabpp.co.za

011 045 5400
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HR AUDIT

WHAT HR AUDIT IS NOT…
by Annetjie Moore
Many years ago, in my first role as Internal Auditor, we used
to plan the audits in secret and on a Monday morning became
someone’s nightmare as we marched through the door with
five internal auditors in designer outfits, huge black brief
cases, files and green pens. A very stern picture indeed.
Auditing was predominately associated with the Finance or
Internal Audit department, yet now it is integrated with HR.
Luckily, processes evolved from simple checklists of ‘yes’ or
‘no’ to an integrated, comprehensive and sustainable process
which focuses on upliftment of the HR profession through
continuous business process improvement and company
strategy alignment.
An HR audit is not a ‘soft & fuzzy’ process, but rather evidence
and factual based. According to Laurdan & Assoc, Inc. (2008),
it highlights the status of HR in a global economy as the single
most important determinant of competitiveness, productivity,
sustainability and profitability. HR is also seen as the source of
innovation and a driver of business success. Therefore, to be
effective in a global economy, HR Audits must be diagnostic,
predictive and action orientated. SABPP includes innovation
with its Competency Model and promotes its fluidity within
HR and business.
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Apart from the obvious benefits such as identifying and closing non-compliance gaps, legal compliance and risk mitigation, the
focal benefit is to adhere and improve on our SABPP national HR standards and build creditability of HR professionals around
the boardroom table. Dr Chris Andrews from Bond University in Australia, describes an HR audit as future-orientated which can
identify areas for organisational improvement. With this international recognition of the HR Audits, the SABPP is proud to drive the
audits with success. It is a tried and tested product that has shown ROI and improvements for the HR departments. The SABPP
HR Audit process is outlined below:

Our audit teams are experienced HR professionals who
went through a stringent process of selection, training and
evaluation. Each audit is led by a Lead Auditor who takes
responsibility for the audit on site, with 3-4 auditors who
will assess evidence. Before the audit, we work closely with
our client or auditee to ensure understanding of the HR
standards and how the measurement will take place. Our
aim is to improve the overall HR standards and processes
across industries to claim our rightful professional status.

2ND ANNUAL

HR AUDIT

TRIBUNE

HR AUDITS MAKING WORLD HISTORY
www.sabpp.co.za ∙ info@sabpp.co.za · hraudit@sabpp.co.za ·

17

@SABPP1

1 August 2016

After the audit, recommendations are provided for corrective
actions. Priorities are firstly to start by correcting violations
of laws. Besides costly fines, reputational damage needs to
be avoided.

lessons from
HR Audits against the

Secondly, inefficiencies need to be addressed to ensure
Return on Investment, with the right people in the right jobs
and lastly, implement best practices such as developing
talent and leverage technology. The audit does not audit
people but their processes.

National HR Standards

THE LAUNCH

OF THE HR
AUDIT COUNCIL

In closing, Art Cornwell said “Auditing is a discipline born of
the need to measure those factors in business that determine
success or failure”. Everything starts with an intention,
followed by the first step. Why not join other forward thinking
companies on our journey? We work hand-in-hand to guide
you to be your best and to add true value to business and HR.

The Relationship
between HR and
Internal Audit

A TRIBUTE
TO THE
HR AUDIT
PIONEERS

DOWNLOAD
1

COPYRIGHT: ©SABPP
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LEARNING AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE
THE SABPP LEARNING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
HOSTS “THE EMPLOYEE RELATIONS LANDSCAPE – HR’S ROLE”

Conflict build up in recent years has led to organisations realising that an investment into the employee and employer relationships and increased communication
channels need to be made. Employers have also come to realise the importance of
compliance and adherence to labour laws within South Africa.
Join the SABPP and guest speakers from various employee relations backgrounds
in discussions of continuous development and proactivity for the employee- relations landscape in South Africa. This workshop provides HR and ER professionals
with the opportunity to keep abreast of relevant trends and current issues within
the ER landscape and how best to resolve these issues.
Want to know more? Keen on attending?
Email lqa@sabpp.co.za for further information and to reserve your seat!
15 September 2016
SABPP Training Room, 8 Sherborne Road, Parktown, Johannesburg.
SABPP Professional Members - R800.00
Non-Members - R1000.00
Students from any SABPP Accredited Learning Provider - R500.00
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SABPP

2nd Annual Training Providers Forum
29 July 2016
The SABPP LQA department hosted it’s 2nd Annual Training
Providers Forum – 29 July 2016: A day of networking and
engagement in the new SABPP training room . The forum
was intended as a platform for current SABPP accredited
providers to network and communicate amongst each
other as well as dialogue with the SABPP sharing their best
practices and their challenges. Keynote speaker, Dr Shirley
Lloyd (DHET) discussed the acceleration of learning and
the use of RPL against NQF levels. It was concluded that
the SABPP would develop an RPL committee and saw keen
interest from delegates to participate in the committee.
SABPP announced the launch of the Final Integrated
Summative Assesments (FISA) pilot centralisation project
and reflected on activities within the department during the
first half of the year. Providers expressed their appreciation
to SABPP for their efforts in hosting the workshop describing
it as useful,helpful and refreshing.
Special Acknowledgement to the following individuals and
providers who so greatly contributed by means of blankets
and cash as part of our Madiba Day 67 Blankets Initiative:
BMT College: 20 blankets, Maccauvlei Learning Academy:
2 blankets, Jeppe College: 1 blanket, Falcon Business
Institute: 1 blanket, SA Labour Guide: 2 blankets, we also
received the following cash donations – R 350.00 from Dr
Bill Price of VIP Leadership Academy and Peta Horn from
Emergence Growth – R100.00. Naren Vassan (SABPP LQA –
Head) 4 blankets and Derisha Pillay (SABPP LQA – Officer)
2 Blankets. Richard Leeming – Director of Academy of
York has graciously agreed to donate the rand value or the
shortfall we have in reaching 67 blankets.

LQA HOD Mr Naren Vassan and SABPP CEO Mr Marius
Meyer with various staff members from SABPP accredited
institutions with blankets collected.

Donations are open until

30 September 2016
In the form of EFT Transfers and Blankets.
Contact naren@sabpp.co.za for details.
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WELCOME TO SABPP – LEARNING PROVIDERS
ACCREDITED IN THE 3RD QUARTER

The application for
Accreditation for a
Leadership Skills
Programme (4 Unit
Standards)

PM IDEAS (Pty) Lt

US 120300, US 252021,
US252034, US252037 with
SABPP was submitted on
14 July 2016.

The application for Accreditation Renewal for
US 252031: Apply the principles and concepts of
emotional intelligence to the management of self and
others NQF Level 5 and US 252037: Build teams to
achieve goals and objective NQF Level 5 with SABPP
was submitted on 08 August 2016.

The application
for Accreditation
Renewal for
Renewal of
accreditation for
US 10985, 11286,
114226, 117853
and an Extension
of Scope for US
252403 with SABPP
was submitted

The application for Accreditation National
Certificate: Paralegal Practice NQF 5 - SAQA ID
97229 – 134 credits with SABPP was submitted

The application
for Accreditation
National Certificate:
Paralegal Practice
NQF 5 - SAQA ID
97229 – 134 credits
with SABPP was
submitted

SABPP Renewing of accreditation for
National Diploma: HR Management and
Practices Support ID: 49692 NQF L5 Learning Programme Recorded against
ID: 615925 for Intec College (Pty) Ltd
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ACCREDITING CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING PROVIDERS:

SABPP Renewing of accreditation for
National Diploma: HR Management
and Practices Support ID: 49692 NQF
L5 - Learning Programme Recorded
against ID: 615925 for Intec College
(Pty) Ltd

No.

Name of the
Providers

Name of the
programme

Contact Details

1

Multiplex Partners

Advanced
Coaching
Programme

Natasha Carstens
Mobile: (+27) 72 258 9216

2

Peniel Conferencing
and Management

Job Analysis and
Description, Job
Evaluation and
GradesConflict
Management
and Emotional
Intelligence

Christopher Kambalame
Sales and Marketing Manager
Tel: +27 (011) 453 1560
Cell: +27 (076) 793 3851
Fax: +27(011) 609 1373
Email:
kambalamec@penielhealth.co.za
Web:
www.penielconferencing.co.za

NOT AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF YOUR

The application for Accreditation Renewal for FET
Certificate: HR Management and Practices Support
ID: 49691 NQF L4 Learning Programme Recorded
against ID: 67463 and the National Diploma: HR
Management and Practices ID 49692 NQF L5
Learning Programme Recorded against ID: 61592
with SABPP was submitted

The Extension of Scope Application for 4 Unit
Standards with SABPP was submitted on 27
June 2016.

PROFESSION?

REGISTER NOW!

professional@sabpp.co.za
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UPDATE ON SABPP ANNUAL MONITORING VISITS
ON ACCREDITED TRAINING PROVIDERS.
We have completed 50% of the visits ranging from Cape
Town, East London, Pretoria, Johannesburg, Randburg,
Vanderbijlpark and East Rand. We would like to compliment
our providers on preparing the required evidence with
supporting interviews with Facilitators, Learners, Assessors
and Moderators. These visits have been mutually agreed
by all stakeholders. The providers appreciate continuous
communication process between SABPP, Training Providers
and Monitoring Team.
We have been honoured to have Dr Pieter Rossouw and Mr
Bruce Mohammed from QCTO accompanying the SABPP
Monitoring Team.

So why does SABPP Perform these annual visits?
Under the delegated responsibility from Quality Council for
Trades and Occupations – QCTO, we need to ensure that good
practices, processes and application of what the provider is
accredited for is adhered, compliant and deliver in terms
of a quality management system. If there is any deviation,
then corrective process and action must be put in place and
facilitate the remediation with follow-visit within 3-6 months
where possible. All the monitoring reports are discussed
at the monitoring committee meeting in the presence of
Chairperson, Head of LQA and QCTO.

Learning Provider Accreditation dates for 2016
Should a potential training provider or existing provider seek
to apply, renew or extend accreditation, it is important to bear
in mind the following submission deadlines. NB – Documents
should be submitted on a memory stick and supported by an
original signed application.
Submission Date - 7th October
Evaluation Date - 10th,19th October
Accreditation Date - 28th October
Board Date - 18th November

Contributors
Naren Vassan & Derisha K Pillay
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18 - 19 October 2016

INNOVATION, STRATEGY & TECHNOLOGY FOR
WORKPLACE LEARNING
The Training and Development Show Africa presents an ideal opportunity to share ideas and gain insight
into the trends and opportunities that lie within this market.
As part of a global series and now in its 2nd year, The Training and Development Show Africa is providing
the education and training industry with an opportunity to educate the market, grow brand presence,
build valuable relationships and aid in industry growth.

1000 ATTENDEES | 100 SPEAKERS | 300 VIPS | 50 EXHIBITORS
We’re bringing you the headline act of speakers:

Shane McCauley

Director, Peoples Systems
& Analytics

Olivia Hosie

Head of talent,
Organisational Development
& Change Management

Dikeledi Dlwati
HR Executive

Tapaswee Chandele
HR Director

BOOK NOW AND SAVE
Call Kachinga Phiri to book your seat on +27 11 516 4065 or Kachinga.phiri@terrapinn.com
www.terrapinn.com/tdshowafrica
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PROVINCIAL NEWS
KZN REGION: BREAKFAST
SESSION
The SABPP KZN provincial committee under the leadership
of Reuben Dlamini embarked upon its inaugural breakfast
session for the SABPP membership in this province.
The team put together a very successful event on the 10
August 2016 in partnership with Regent Business School.
The topic “Employment Equity implementation is easier said
than done” was presented by a panel comprising:

•
•
•
•

Mr Nathi Nkwanyana, Chairperson Black Management
Forum (Durban)
Mr Sunil Sewpersad, Senior Labour Inspector
Department of Labour
Ms Dianne Boast, Durban Business Chamber
Mr Osman Seedat, Senior Academic: Regent Business
School

The presentation, discussion and Q&A that ensued showed
the interest and controversy that this topic evokes. Some key
comments:

•
•

“Transformation is still needed in the appointment of
Black African Executives as CEO’S of large Corporates”Mr Nathi Nkwanyana
“EE is not a tick box exercise but rather requires proper
consultation with all stakeholders and CEO’s need to
know what’s in the Plan”- Mr Sunil Sewpersad

There was good interaction and networking that transpired
among the 80 strong guests. The positive comments received
at the end of the event shows the need to host similar events
going forward. There were prizes that were sponsored by
Regent for the lucky draw. A special thanks goes to Regent,
the sponsors and partner in this highly successful event. This
sets a high standard for the next SABPP event in KZN.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
A REASONABLE ERROR OF LAW?
by Anton Myburgh and Craig Bosch
As the saying goes, “an arbitrator has the right to be
wrong”. However, an adaptation is required when it comes
to CCMA arbitration. As the landmark Sidumo case (Sidumo
v Rustenburg Platinum Mines Ltd & Others [2007] 12 BLLR
1097 (CC)) tells us, a commissioner has the right to be wrong,
but not unreasonably so. At least notionally, this also applies
to material errors of law.
So it could be argued that while a commissioner, for example,
misinterpreted the Labour Relations Act (LRA), her decision
was not so wrong as to be unreasonable. But to allow this
would be to saddle the losing party with an award which is
wrong in law and thus, in effect, unlawful.
In two recent unreported judgments of the Labour Appeal
Court (LAC), the question arose whether, in order to succeed
with a review against an award based on an error of law, the
applicant must establish that the result was unreasonable.
In the first case, Democratic Nursing Organisation of South
Africa (DENOSA) obo Du Toit and another v Western Cape
Department of Health and others [2016] JOL 36183 (LAC),
the LAC found it unnecessary to make a final decision on the
issue. But Davis JA gave a strong indication (at para 22) that
a material error of law is, in itself, a basis for review without
the Sidumo test having to be met:
“… a material error of law committed by an arbitrator may,
on its own without having to apply the exact formulation set
out in Sidumo, justify a review and setting aside of the award
depending on the facts as established in the particular case.”
In the second case, Macdonald’s Transport Upington (Pty)
Ltd v Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union
(AMCU) and others [2016] JOL 36184 (LAC), the LAC was less
ambivalent, with Sutherland JA finding (at para 30):
“… there is much to be said for the proposition that an
arbitrator in the CCMA or in a bargaining council forum who
wrongly interprets an instrument commits a reviewable

irregularity as envisaged in section 145 of the LRA, i.e. a
reasonable arbitrator does not get a legal point wrong. If
so, the reasonableness test is appropriate to both value
judgments and legal interpretations. If not, ‘correctness’ as a
distinct test is necessary to address such matters. However,
on either basis, the ruling in this case must be set aside.”
In effect, the LAC here hedged its bets – either an error of
law is per se unreasonable or, if not, an error of law should
be subjected to correctness review (as errors of jurisdiction,
powers and procedural fairness are).
The finding that an error of law may be subject to correctness
review is not controversial, because parties to CCMA
arbitration have the right to administrative action that is
lawful, which constitutional standard has been found – like
reasonableness – to suffuse section 145 (Arends v South
African Local Government Bargaining Council [2015] 1 BLLR
23 (LAC) at para 19). An award based on a material error of
law probably cannot be lawful, and could thus be reviewed
as a gross irregularity (as suffused by the constitutional
standard of lawfulness). A comparable approach was
adopted in Herholdt v Nedbank Ltd (Congress of South
African Trade Unions as amicus curiae) [2013] 11 BLLR 1074
(SCA) at para 25, where the SCA expanded the meaning of
a gross irregularity to cover unreasonableness. By parity of
reasoning, it can be expanded to cover unlawfulness.
Accordingly, there is no need to resort to reasonableness
in order to review an award based on an error of law. But
if this was considered necessary, such an award would be
unreasonable on the following basis. The law recognises a
variable standard (or sliding scale) of reasonableness review,
with it being arguable that the standard of reasonableness
applicable to questions of law equates to correctness.
Seen in this way, an incorrect award based on a material
error of law is unreasonable. This is not a test distinct from
reasonableness (as found in MacDonald’s Transport), but is
instead the standard of reasonableness that applies to errors
of law. In short, a CCMA award based on a material error of
law is unreasonable.
In line with this, there is Canadian authority for the fact
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that an incorrect interpretation of a statute (constituting an
error of law) is unreasonable. As the court stated, “it seems
incompatible with the rule of law that two contradictory
interpretations of the same provision of a public statute, by
which citizens order their lives, could both be accepted as
reasonable” (Altus Group Ltd v Calgary (City) 2015 ABCA 86
at para 24).
But irrespective of the ground upon which an award based on
a material error of law stands to be reviewed, we can expect
further controversy as courts grapple with which errors of
law are material and which are “mere errors of … law [which
are] not enough to vitiate the award” (Head of the Department
of Education v Mofokeng [2015] 1 BLLR 50 (LAC) at para 32).
This is one dimension of an area of law that is complex and
variable. Given that review applications constitute the bulk of
the work of the Labour Court it is useful to take stock and
assess what the law relating to reviews is and how it might be
developed in future.
A new legal title from LexisNexis South Africa addresses
these proceedings. Reviews in the Labour Courts provides
excellent guidance for labour practitioners and is a musthave manual for all labour lawyers, advocates, judges, CCMA
commissioners, bargaining council arbitrators, unions, HR/IR
practitioners, in-house counsel, lecturers and post-graduate
students. Published by LexisNexis South Africa, the book
Reviews in the Labour Courts is authored by Anton Myburgh
and Craig Bosch. This and other titles are available through
the LexisNexis online bookstore https://store.lexisnexis.
co.za/categories/products/reviews-in-the-labour-courtsskuZASKU9780409044850/details

About the Authors
Anton Myburgh, BJuris LLB
(UPE) is a senior counsel at the
Johannesburg Bar (Sandton);
adjunct professor of law at
NMMU; past national president
of SASLAW; sometime acting
judge of the Labour Court.

Craig Bosch, BA LLB (Stell)
LLM (UCT) is an advocate
at the Cape Bar; research
associate at NMMU; former
senior lecturer in labour
law at UWC, former senior
commissioner of the CCMA
and bargaining council
panellist.

Release of the 6th Annual SABPP/UJ Women’s
Report on Pregnancy in the Workplace
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EVENTS
HR STANDARDS WORKSHOPS
HR STANDARDS
WORKSHOP
AUGUST - NOVEMBER
2016
The HR Standards Workshops serve to improve the quality of HR work, improve standardised approaches within HR
Departments. These Workshops will take the practice of HR to new level of relevance, significance, excellence and
credibility.

After attending the workshop, delegates will:
•
•
•
•
•

Know how the HR Standards System Model was developed.
Appreciate the scale of endorsement locally and internationally.
Understand the level and scope of the main Standard.
Understand how they can go about implementing the Standards in their organisations.
Be introduced to the concept of HR Auditing.

Delegates will receive:
•
•
•

HR Standards Assessment tool.
2 CPD Points.
National HR Standards File.

Below are the Regional dates for the HR Standards Workshops
Eastern Cape
Date: 15 September 2016
Time: 09h00 - 16h30
Venue: Department of Health

Free State
Date: 5 October 2016
Time: 09h00 - 16h30
Venue: Interstate Bus Lines, Bloemfontein

Limpopo
Date: 29 September 2016
Time: 09h00 - 16h30
Venue: Bolivia Lodge

Western Cape
Date: 30 August 2016
Time: 09h00 - 16h30
Venue: University of Stellenbosch, Room 103

To make bookings, contact Ceanne Schultz on 011 045 5400 or ceanne@sabpp.co.za or download the booking form.
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Ethics workshop
The HR Ethics Interactive workshops provide HR Practitioners with the necessary skills to
recognise an ethical issue, analyse it and find appropriate resolutions which are fair to all parties.
These Ethics workshops contribute in the successful and compliant formulation and interpretation
of practices and policies.
Workshop Details:
•
Personal ethical values and behaviours
•
SABPP Code of Conduct
•
SABPP ethical competencies - Personal ethics
•
Case study: Ethical Recruitment
•
Post-workshop Assignment
All SABPP registered HR Practitioners are required to obtain at least 1 CPD point from the Ethics
workshops each year.
The foundation workshop gives 2 CPD points provided the post-workshop assignment it completed.

Below are the Regional Dates for the Ethics Foundation workshop

Gauteng
Date: 30 September; 20 October;
17 November & 8 December 2016
Time: 08h00 - 12h00
Place: SABPP Training Room, 8 Sherborne Road, Parktown
Cost: Members R950 Non-Members R1150
Free State
Date: 22 September 2016
Time: 08h00 - 12h00
Place: Interstate Bus Lines, Bloemfontein
Cost: Members R950 Non-Members R1150
To book, contact Ceanne Schultz on 011 045 5400 or ceanne@sabpp.co.za
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STUDENT CHAPTER
WSU MTHATHA SABPP STUDENT CHAPTER HOLDS STUDENT
EMPOWERMENT SEMINAR
On the 12th August 2016 we hosted our first Student Chapter
seminar at Walter Sisulu University Mthatha Campus which
was titled Student Empowerment. We were privileged to be
honoured by guests from different organisations such as
the Wholesale and Retail Sector for Education, SETA, the
Chairperson of the Eastern Cape Committee as well as the
Chairperson of the Walter Sisulu Ibika Campus.
There was critical information that we were given on the day.
We learnt that Wholesale and Retail Sector for Education,
Training and Authority (W&RSETA) is important for graduates
because they open doors for graduates in their internship
programmes. We were motivated on the day when one of the
guests, Vuyolwethu Malgas mentioned that HR doesn’t fit
only to one specific SETA, but to all 21 SETAs!
W&R SETA has a category called Corporative Development
Programme which its focus is on empowering Youth
(Graduates) with critical skills that can enable graduates
to start and own their businesses. W&RSETA is providing
specific training relevant to any corporative enterprise that is
intends to absorb any graduate that belongs to Youth Cohort.
W&RSETA is working hand in hand with NYDA in endeavours
to developing the youth of South Africa. The most important
thing is that they prefer previously disadvantaged graduates.
It was said that we have better opportunities since WSU is
one of institutions known as previously disadvantaged.
NYDA left us with inspiring words that aim at motivating youth
to start their own businesses at their own expenses. They
fund youth that interested in starting their own businesses.
They also provide career guidance to students. They have a
programme called Skills Development which aims at training
Youth on other business-related aspects such as equipping
youth in business writing skills.
SABPP’s representative, Nandi Sishuba (Mamzo) delivered an
inspiring speech about the HR field. One of the fundamental
information that we were not aware of, is the fact that HR
is facing dynamics which is occurring globally and it can
impact the HR field in the long run. She mentioned that it
is of the utmost importance to us as fraternity and sorority
of HR discipline to assess whether the HR curriculum is
relevant according to the HR Cadre required by organisation
and needed in the global business world. She motivated us
to remove the perception that HR has limited opportunities.
Mamzo gave us tips of getting employment through
qualification and being competent.
“People that make an organisation to succeed are Human
Resource”, Said Mamzo.

REMARKS FROM THE STUDENTS
“I wish that a seminar of this kind can be done by all the Student
Chapters in Eastern Cape in a form of conference so that we
can get provincial mandate because such seminars enable us
to incapacitate the students about the HR profession at large.
In that program I have learned, which most of the things I
was not aware of, regarding my profession. I have learnt
that being a manager is not only to manage your office but
monitor and manage the person in an organisation. In order
to be a good manager you must first be an employee so that
you know what it means to be an employee which will enable
you to have the experience on basics of daily operations. I was
honoured when I received the invite to attend the seminar”.
WSU Ibika Campus Chairperson: Mjulwa Sinoxolo.
“The event hosted by student leadership help me a lot, I
gained more knowledge and I know where to go when I finish
my studies and how to use myself as a brand in order for me
to be employed. I encourage student leadership to do more
events in the like these”
2nd Year HR Student: Mongezi Anani Mbewu
The venue was packed on the day where all students were
listening alternatively so. Now that we hosted our first
event, we have learnt more and we are clear and aware of
the direction we must take in the journey of HR careers. We
would like to thank our Department and the HOD for assisting
us in implementing our programme of Action.
Compiled by: Ibika Student Chapter Committee
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THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING UNIVERSITIES FOR THEIR
APPLICATIONS FOR THE MONTH

17 Applications

Kingsway Campus: 2 Applications

Bloemfontein Campus:
1 Application

1 Application
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